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DIRECTOR'S REPORT.
Establishment of the Dakota Agricultural College and
Experiment Station.
The Dakota Agricultural College was established at

Brookings. Dakota, in 1881, by the XlVth LegislativeAs
sembly of the Territory. The college was opened in 1884.
The XVIIth Legislative Assembly of the Territory in

1887 re-organized the college and added an Experiment
Station.

The following are sections from this Act:

Sec. 17. There is hereby established an Agricultural
Experiment Station in connection with the Agricultural
College of Dakota, and under the direction of the Board of
Regents of said college, for the purpose of conducting
experiments in agriculture, according to the terms of sec
tion I of an act of Congress, approved March 2, 1887, and
entitled "An act to establish agricultural experiment stations
in connection with the colleges established in the several
States, under the provisions of an act approved July 2, 1862,
and the acts supplementary thereto."
Sec. 18. The assent of the Legislature of Dakota is

hereby given in pursuance of the requirements of section 9
of said act of Congress, approved March 2, 1887 to the
grant of money therein made and to the establishing of an
Experiment Station, in accordance with section i of said last
mentioned act, and assent is hereby given to carry out all
and singular the provisions of said act.

Sec. 19. This act shall take effect and be in force from
and after its passage and approval.
Approved, March 13, 1887.
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HISTORY.

During the summer and fall of 1887, 320 acres of land

adjoining the original college plat of eighty acres, were pur
chased for an experiment farm, a few fine specimens of a
considerable number of breeds of registered domestic ani

mals were bought, a large stock barn and other buildings
were erected, teams and farm tools and machinery secured—

all by means of funds granted by the legislature of the
Territor}'. The faculty of the college was, at the same
time, .somewhat re-organized and enlarged, with the view

of an active and vigorous opening ofthe work of the Exper
iment Station as soon as the Congressional appropriations
should become available. During the summer and fall of
'87 some preliminary work of experimentation and of obser
vation was accomplished.

In the moi 111 of November, 1887, a provisional organ
ization of the Experiment Station was made, and plans
were discussed; but the following March the Board of Re
gents of the Agricultural College, who, under the Territori

al law, have the direction of the Agricultural Experi
ment Station, provided by the Hatch act, adopted the fol
lowing .scheme of

ORGANIZATION.

I. The general managementof the Dakota Agricultur
al Experiment Station, located by the last legislature in con
nection with the Agricultural College at Brookings, shall,
under the Regents, be vested in a Council of Control, con
sisting of the President of the College as Director af the
Station, the Professor of Agriculture as Superintendent of
Farm and Stock Experiments, the Professor of Horticulture
and Forestry as Superintendent of Horticultural and For

estry Experiments, the Professor of Zoology and Physiology
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in charge of Entomological work, an analytical chemist in
charge of Chemical Analysis, and a professor of Veterinary
Science in charge of investigations of the diseases of animals.
II. The President of the College, as Director of the
Station, shall be Chairman of the Council, and shall have

the same supervisory control of the Experiment Station as
of the College. He shall also cause to be kept complete
account of all receipts and expenditures, and all the neces
sary records of the Experiment Station.
III.

The Direetor of the Station, with the Superin

tendent of the Agricultural Experiments and the Superin
tendent of Horticultural and Forestry Experiments, shall
constitute an Executive Committee, to determine all mat

ters of interest to the Experiment Station that may arise as

emergencies in the interim of meetings of the Board of
Regents.

'

IV. The Superintendent of experiments in agriculture
shall have the oversight, direction and planning, under the
advice of the Council of Control, of investigations and
researches in all branches of agriculture and stock industry,

as more fully specified in section 2 of the Hatch Act.

V. The Superintendent of Horticultural, Botanical and
Forestry Experiments shall have similar authority in the
investigations of this department, and he shall pursue the
lines of research indicated in section 2 of the Hatch Act.

VI. The duties of the Entomologist are to investigate
the habits and the conditions of growth and multiplication of

all injurious insects, their enemies, and the best methods of
protecting the agricultural interests against their inroads.
VII.

T he duties of the Veterinarian are to make inve.s-

tigation into the disease of domestic animals, search for
remedies and methods of prevention, and to make researches
in the anatomy, physiology, and hygiene of animal life, as
indicated in the second section of the Hatch Act.

VIH.

The duties of the Chemist are to make such

chemical analyses as are needful forthe successful completion
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of any experiments in any of the other departments, and to
make analyses of soils, waters, foods and forage, as indicat
ed in the Hatch Act.

IX. It shall be the duty of all to prepare for publica
tion in bulletins and in general annual reports, the results
of their experiments, as fist as facts are ascertained or con
clusions reached.

X. All purcha.ses of books, apparatus, machinery,
tools, teams, stock, or other material nee.scsar)' to carry on
the experiments as the Station, shall be made in the same
manner as purchases for the College are now directed to be
made, and all expenditures for labor are to be made and

controlled as like expenditures for the College.
XI. The treasurer of the Board of Regents shall be

treasurer of the Experiment Station, shall have the custody
of all funds, shall receipt for them on behalf of the Station,
shall pay them out as ordered by the Board of Regents and
according to their rules, shall keep complete accounts of all
receipts and expenditures, and shall prepare the financial
statement for the annual report.

His bonds are fixed at

ten thousand dollars.

Under this plan the Experiment Station was organized,
and under this plan it still continues its work.
of this report the following is the

At the time

STATION STAFF.
Lewis McLouth, Director.

Luther Foster, Agriculturist.
Charles A. Kepfer, Horticulturist and Botanist.
I. H. Orcutt, Entomologist.
James H. Shepard, Chemist.
Charles A. Cary, Veterinarian.

"

'

'

C. J. CoTEY, Accountant and Stenographer.
J. M. Aldrich, Assistant Entomologist.
Nancy L. Van Doren, Librarian.
.
Jas. C. Duffey, Foreman of the Gardens.
W. C. CoPELAND, Foreman of the Farm.
'
William Lawson, Herdsman.
r v ,-. ,
,
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GENERAL PLANS FOR TEE STATION.
It has seemed wise to the minigement of the Station to

undertake at first only those problems which most closely

touch the agricultural interests of this territory. These

problems are largely such as include the element of climate
and location. Questions of pure science, though of great

practical interest, have been left to t ie older Stations that
are better equipped for such work. The character of our
drinking waters has seemed of more especial interest than
the composition ofartificial fertilizers: and how to help the
farmers rid their trees, their grain and their vegetables of

the hordes of injurious insects has seemed a more pressing
matter than questions about feeding for fat and for lean.
Thequestions whether corn is a profitable crop here; what

tame grass will grow here; what fruits will thrive; what
trees can be made to grow well here for shelter-belts or for
fuel; what cattle, horses, swine and sheep are best adapted
to our climate—these are questions that need to be settled
for Dakota. Consequently these and similar problems are
the ones which it has been determined to attack.

With these considerations governing, the Station has
started out to determine the length of the corn season, to

find what grasses can becultivated to take the place of the
prairie pasture.s, to learn the profitableness of various root

crops, to ascertain what forest and what fruit trees will
grow best, and what kinds of garden vegetables can be
easily cultivated to add variety to the farmers' bill of fare
and to increase his profits.

In addition considerable entomological work has been

undertaken and accomplished, the chemist has been mak

ing examinations of the drinking waters of the Territory
and has made an analysis of the first crop of sugar beets,

while pretty full meterological records have been made
.since the middle of May 1888. The regular services of a
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Veterinarian were not secured till the close of the year cov
ered by this report.
It must, of course, be borne in mind that the work

above briefly outlined, will take a long time to complete;but
the Station proposes to be diligent and active to its utmost,
and hopes to add each year something of value to the
knowledge of the resources and possibilities of this
Territory.
For a more detailed statement of the work the reader is

referred to the special reports of the departments of Agri
Forestry and Gardening,
Chemistry and

culture,

Entomology subjoined.

FmANOIAL: REPORT.

On June 19, 1888 the Board of Regents made the fol
lowing apportionment of moneys for the next, fiscal year:

For Salaries,
:
,
$8,100
Eabor,
2,500
Printing,
500
Farm Materials and Supplies.... .. .
500
Chemical Materials and Supplies,
500
Horticultural Materials and Supplies,
^ .i.._ 500
Entomological Materials and Supplies, .:.
.!
200
Euilding,
750
Library,
.1
'
:
350
Contingent fund,
^...1.1.'.,.'...!.
1,100
Total,

$15,000

Circumstances which could not be foreseen rendered it

necessary during the year, to make some changes in the
sums apportioned to different purposes.
All expenditures have been made under orders of the

Board of Regents, and the itemized vouchers receipted b}'^
the payee and audited by the Board before payment was
made. These vouchers, properly classified, are on file in the

office of the Director.

After the business of the year was
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closed, the Board of Regents examined and compared these
vouchers with the accountant's books, and found them cor
rect in every particular.

The following is the balance sheet for the fiscal year end
ing June 30, 1889:
1888.

receipts,.

j

October 15, U. S. Treasury Draft,

$3.750 00

1889.

January 3, U. S. Treasury Draft,
March 30, U. S. Treasury Draft,
July 2, U. S. Treasury Draft,

3.75° 00
3>750 00
3)750 00
Total,

$15,000 00

DISBURSEMENTS.

Salaries of Station employes,

$7,594 33

Labor, hand and team,

2,975 97

Erection, enlargment and repairs of buildings,—
Agricultural implements, tools and supplies,
Chemical apparatus and supplies,

742 66
596 36
477 35

Bulletins, envelopes, and annual report,—

445 50

Feed, forage and medicine for stock,
Books, periodicals and incidentals,

360 55
290 08

x^uthorized traveling expenses,

224 30

Stationery, postage, blanks, blank books, and mi
nor office supplies,
' 203 60
Freight, cartage, express and telegrams,
186 95
Horticultural implements, tools and supplies,.... 175 57
Blacksmithing, harness repairs and supplies,

I75

Seeds, trees and plants,

124 25

Office furniture and fixtures,

114 55

Interest paid on overdrafts,
—
:
Per diem and expenses of Board of Regents,
Balance on team,
Telephone service,
Fuel for propagating house,..

97
75
5^
39
23

Meter'lgcal, and Entmlgcal apparatus and supplies

18 08

Total,

95
40
54
43
40

$15,000 00
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CERTIFICATE OF THE BOARD OF TRUSTEES.

We the undersigned committee of the Boardof Trustees,
appointed for that purpose, have examined the vouchers

covering the expenditures of the Experiment Station for

the fiscal year ending June 30, 1889, and have compared
them with the books of the Director, and we hereby certify
that the books and vouchers agree, and that the expendi
tures have been made in accordance with the rules and

regulations of the Board of Regents.
Brookings, Dakota,
A. B. Smedkey,

Aug. 20, 1889.

J. M. Roper, '

E.H Bailey,

Joseph Holt,

IS -
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SEED HOUSE.

WORK OF THE STATION.
DEPARTMENT OF AGRICULTURE.
IvUTHER Foster, Superintendent.

The following abstracts of bulletins published, and
statement of work done, will give an idea of the operations
of this department of the Experiment Station, for the year
ending June 30, 1889:
CORN.

The corn experiment embraced a set of thirty-nine plats,
each containing sixty [rows; twenty-four hills ',in' length.
Thirty-three of these plats were planted with different vari
eties of corn, eighteen of dent and fifteen of flint; the rest
being used for experiments in deep and shallow cultivation.
On the first thirty-three plats the planting began on
the seventh and eighth days of May. Two rows of each
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plat were planted every day for thirty consecutive working
days.

It may, perhaps, be unnecessary to state that these dai

ly plantings were made with the object of determining the
corn growing season, when germination begins, and the ex
treme length of planting time.
preparation of soil.—The land used is a san

dy loam with a subsoil of clay, and slopes slightly to the
northwest. It was plowed the previous August to a depth
of six inches, and thoroughly harrowed in the spring just

before planting.

It had produced two crops of small grain,

and had never been manured.

PEANTING.—The rows were made with a marker,
three feet six inches each way. Part of the corn was drop

ped by hand and covered with the hoe, the rest being put
in with hand planters. Of the dent com, the hills contained
three and four grains, of the flint four and five.
THE STAND.—The early part of the season was not

favorable for corn growing, being cold and wet.

The com

ing up was quite irregular, from six to ten days frequently
elapsing between the appearance of the first and last hills in
a row.

This was especially true of the first fifteen days'

planting.

The stand in general was poor, resulting in, part from
unfavorable weather and bad seed, but principally from the

work of ground squirrels.

This latter evil was the most

persistent and damaging one with which the corn experi
ment had to contend. The per cent taken depended upon
the location of the variety, whether more or less remote from

the unbroken prairie.

Notwithstanding all efforts to des

troy the squirrels, the damage done was very great. For
several successive days previous to planting, poisoned corn

was placed in every squirrel hole that could be found. This
was done not only on the experiment ground, but also on

the whole eighty acres, and on the edges of the land imme
diately surrounding it. This work, reinforced with the

trap and shot gun, was continued throughout the whole
planting season.

CULTIVATION.—All the plats were given four dif.
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ferent cultivations, a six-shovel corn plow and a double
spring-tooth cultivator being used for the purpose. In ad
dition to this they were twice hoed. Cultivation began on
the eleventh day of June and ended on the seventeenth day
of July.

GENERAIy REMARKS.—It was observed in all the

plats, that the earlier plantings grew larger and stronger
than the after ones and that the silks and tassels made their
appearance more regularly.

The ears of nearly all varieties of the flint corn were
infested with a species of worm. These did but little dam
age beyond marring the appearance of the ears. The dents
were not disturbed by the worms.

Immediately after the killing frost on the night of Sep
tember the eleventh the corn on all the plats was cut and
shocked.

It was allowed to stand a few weeks before

husking.

The results of a single season's work are only entitled
to the public attention as showing the scope of the experi
ment undertaken.

Definite results of any practical value to the farmer can

only be obtained by a continuance of the same experiment,
under a system of careful observations, extending through
a number of years.

Of this a beginning has been made.

TABUEATED STATMENT.—In the following table
that date of planting is taken which shows the least num

ber of days from time of planting to maturity.

The first

seven to ten days' planting came up and matured ^at the
same time, while the coming up of the rest varied quite reg
ularly with the time of planting.
The items in the columns headed " up," " in tassel,"

'' in silk,'' '' matured,'' and '' days to mature,'' apply only tO'
the planting up to and including the date in the first column.

The items in the other columns apply to the whole piece.
The per cent of corn standing, and that taken by squir
rels was made from actual daily count of hills.

In computing the yield the corn was weighed instead
of measured.
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DEEP AND SHAELOW CUETIVATION.

The plats used for this experiment were planted the
fourth day of June with a variety of corn known as Dakota
Gold Coin.

Each plat was cultivated four times, a double shovel

plow being used for the deep cultivation and a spring-tooth
cultivator for the shallow.

The corn was not fully matured when killed by frostThe following shows the results:
Deep No. 1,
bu. per acre, 21, VVei<^ht of stalks, 2,9118 ttts.
Deep No. 2,
bu. per acre, 26, Weight of stalks, 2,916 tt»s.
Shallow No. 1, bu. per acre, 21"'^, Weight ot stalks, 3,250 It.s.
Shallow No. 2, bu. per acre, 27, Weight of stalks, 2,383 tt>s.

Average deep, bu. per acre, 23.5 Weight of stalks, 2,9241^ lbs.
.4v'r'geshallow, bu. per acre, 24'/, Weight of stalks, 2,816'2 ttis.

, ' I .

•ruis r •

..A

•,

•{

•' •,
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WHEAT, OATS AND BARLEY.
CONDITION OF SOIL.—The land upon which the

grain plats were located is the usual sandy loam of the
farm with a subsoil of clay and it has a slight westward
slope.

This portion of the farm came into our possession only
the previous fall, but it had been under cultivation for nine
years, having produced four crops of wheat, three of oats
and two of com.
Only a small portion of the piece had
ever been manured and that but sparingly.
The ground

was plowed in October to a depth of seven inches and thor
oughly pulverized in the spring just before seeding.
MODE OF SEEDING.—A series of eleven plats was

.sown broadcast by hand and covered with an ordinary har
row, this not doing the work well was followed by the
Acme Pulverizer. With this exception, the seeding was
done with garden drills in rows fourteen inches apart.
CUETIVATION.—The plats were arranged in double

tiers making one end of each face a drive.

Between the.se

tiers and also between the plats of each tier were alleys
four feet wide.

These drives and alleys were kept entirely free from

grass and weeds.

The plats of drilled grain were hoed

twice during the season.
GENERAE REMARKS.—The early part of the sea

son was unusually favorable for the growth of small grain.
The seed all came well, and up to July the outlook was most
e.xcellent.

At that time all the grain showed signs of being "fired"
at the base.

Eater on this became intensified and was fol

lowed by blight and rust. These evils affected all the grain
to a greater or less degree and in nearly all cases greatly
damaged the crop. In consequence the yield and quality
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were not in any case up to the average, varying much with
the different varieties. The experiment is, however, valu
able as showing what varieties will stand such extremes
with the least injury. This may be seen from a careful
examination of the tables.

TABULATED STATEMENT.—In laying out the ex
perimental plats the aim has been to make them of that
form and size which would most nearly approach field condi
tions. Those for small grain contain one-eighth of an acre
each, being six rods in length and three and one-third rods
in width. All figures in the following tables refer to single
plats, one-eighth of an acre in size.

99
99
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108
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95
108
108

11
11
13
13
8
13
13
13

China Tea.
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Champlain

;

106

101

13

11

101
99
99

14
11
11

Pure Scotch Fife.
Blount's No. 15
VVellman's Saskatchawan
Russian Fife
Velvet Chaff

98
98

11
11

100

S

French Imperial

^

13i

Aug

S

Z

White Russian

NAME OF V/RIETY,

rusted.

i'"n'giiLly iiHXuii \Mlli Alearued \aneiy. Badly

108 Aniong those least afl'eeti d by heat blight&rusl
72 Similar to French Im|,erial. Badly insted.
121 Vluch like French Imperial. Somewhat rusted

8() Boniewhat rusted.

84 dailly rusted.
89 Considerably rusted.

90 Slightly rusted and b igbted.
80 Vfiy rusty, only slight y affected otherwise.

60

l; KM ARKS.

113iSeed impure, badly rusted and lodged.

72 Seed not pure—badly rtisted.
lOlj Rusted and slightly lodged.

34 I 102 Quite rusty—heads long ;.)ul loose.

35

Hi
3O21

27 ! 112J .Multiple headed—three to seven d visions.

36 I 111 M.iterially injured by heat and rust.
11 '
61 g Very much rusted and badly lodged.

44
26
41

32

26 :
27

24
24 I

15

^^ B

r .E'

30

30

Ej;ypti:» *•.

American Bamnr*

*Sown Broadcast.

30

^30
30

30

Badger Qne n*

Wide Awake*

30

Improved Welcome*
Dakota Gray*

30 j

White Belgian'"'

1

Race Horse*

Pringle's Pr<»gi>^s*.. ...... 30

30
30

Black Norvtax*
Nexv Black Rin^ian*

Apr

9

9
9
9
9
9
9
9

May

Brunswick
Black Tartarian
Dakota Cliieftuii
Goklen Rus.'iian
White Victoria
White Bonan/i
Holstein

Y.

White Surprise

NAME OF VAKIE

OJ

03

(U

a; T3

J3

REMARKS.

IVery badly rusted and slightly lodged.

i 64] 179] A little rusted, not lodged.

69 145 Slightly lodged and much rusted,

Il45 230 Very little lodged but quite rusty.

i 59 137 Very much rusted and quite badly lodged.

60 109 Lodged some and quite rusty.

51 i254 iQuite rusty and much lodged.

63 123 Slightly rusted.
55 , 88 Very slightly rusted and not lodged at all.

71 202 it^uite rusty and lodged considerably.

I 412135][Very rusty and badly lodged.
i 882 239 ISomewhat rusted

84 255 iRusted and lodged.

'

70 119 Slightly ru-ted and lodged.
91 196 Slightly lodged, very rusty.
102 33s IVery much rusted and lodged somewhat.

i 80 146 Slightly rusted and al Itle lodged—damaged some by stock.
59 [142 Very rusty, badly lodged.

136 j284 Among the varieties injured least by rust and lodging

^ S •'2 o- '®"t:;

00 oS :2 o .£P®

®3 !•= C'5 2

O^TS.

5
o
o
5

5
o

5

I

|

Black Hulless!
White Hulles.«

Manshury
Barley No. 3

Danish

Imperial

Four Rowed.

5

5

Chevalier
Melon

5

Highland Chief

May;
o
5

Dakota Manshury

Wis. Manshurj*
Imperial Hybrid

NAME OF Variety.

^

0 O ®
01
i

3

C«3

T3

29

32!

29

30

L'9

»

30

1
July

01

0

4

Aug

a
193
328

Stood up well, but poorly filled.
'
Very uneven in maturing, fairly well filled.

i'-"

86 131 171 1Has done fairly well for the past two years.

88126

93148 '258 Seed imported by the Canada E.xperiment Station.
220 Damaged slightly by stock.

93172

244 Grain large and plump, one of the best.
88122i|185 Same as Wisconsin, but from Dakota grown seed.
93150 272 Among the best in in general qualities.

93 150 '220 A good kind, but lodged a l.ttle.

93 110 !242

91 130 1229 Straw rather weak and inclined to lodge.
otraw very strong, heads poorly filled.
[while ripening.
91 98 :185 A promising variety, considerably pulled down by squirrels
91 lOSilSO.'. Much like the one preceedirg anddamaged in the same way.

91 111
94144

i^ °

,2 o 1-^cc
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GENERAL CROP.

METHODS OF SEEDING.—The general crop of
wheat and oats, with the exception of a small piece of the
former, was put in with a Havana Pre.ss Drill. The un
usual rains immediately following the seeding were very

favorable for the grain sown broadcast and made the value
of the roller press drill le.ss apparent than in an average
.season. Still the principle upon which the Havana and
other similar drills arc constructed was shown to be very

superior for oursoil and climate. Careful observations and
comparisons of two pieces of wheat were made, one sown
broadcast by hand at the rate of eight pecks per acre, the
other put in with the roller pre.ss drill at the rate of six
pecks per acre, other condition-^ o-rig exactly the same.
From these some special points i.i i iv ir of tne latter meth
od may be briefly stated as follows:

1. Quick germination is insured by the seed being
put at once into moist soil and the covering firmed by the
rollers.

2. The wind instead of laying bare the seed rather

deepens the covering by partially filling up the tracks of
the rollers.

3. Economy of seed through the certainty that all is
covered.

4. The weeds are not so rank and interfere less with
the growth of the grain,

QUANTITY OF SEED.—Experiments were made
with the press drill, using different quantities of seed per
acre, to determine the relative amount of stooling.
In each case the average number of straws per square
foot was carefully determined.

The following statement shows the quantities of grain
used per acre and the corre.sponding number of straws per
square foot:

4 pks.
5 pks.
6 pks.
7 pks.
8 pks.

per acre,
per acre,
per acre,
per acre,
per acre,

41 straws per sq. ft.
49 straws per sq. ft.
50 straws per sq. ft.
51 straws per sq. ft.
54 straws per sq. ft.
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OTHER EKPERIMENTS.

Several other lines of work have been st irted and car

ried on inthisdepartment.concerning which no bulletins have
yet been issued.

Some of them require repetition, while others are still
in progress.

The aim has been to confine the work at present, prin

cipally to those lines that will give quickest results of im
mediate benefit to the farmers of the sta e.

Our country is yet new, and in climate, soil and gen
eral conditions, it differs very materially from the states

furnishing the greater part ofour population. On tins ac
count the first inquiries have been directed to deteimining
the kind of farming that can be pursued with the greate.st
success and profit.

In addition to testing varieties of grain, methods of
seeding and cultivation, and quantity of seed to sow per
acre, this department has made considerable progress in oth
er lines of experimental work.

The testing of grasses and clovers for meadow and

pasture has been in progress since the organization of the

Station. This is an exceedingly valuable work for this new

country, and one too, that requires many .seasons for any

thing like reliable results. , A^arieties are sought that will

stand the peculiarities of our climate—the drouth of sum
mer and the extreme cold and frequent dryness of winter,

varieties that will give pasture for stock a few weeks earlier

in the spring, and several weeks later in the fall than the
the natives gra.sses.

The work already done gives some valuable points up
on which to base the extension of the experiment. The

following'varieties ofgrasses and clovers have been sown,
some of them a second and third time:

Kentucky blue grass, orchard grass, red top, timothy,
Italian rye, meadow foxtail, Rhode Island bent, hard fescue.
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dogstail, sheep's fescu«: Dieadow fescue, tall meadow oat,
wood fescue, creeping bent, yellow oat, perennial rye, rough
stalked meadow, wood meadow, sweet vernal, Johnson
grass, and Dakota sweet scented.
CLOVERS.—White Dutch, common red, crimson tre

foil, yellow trefoil, mammoth red, alsike, burr, alfalfa, bur-

net, sweet white, bokhora, and Dakota wild: also giant
spurrey, seradella, andsinfoin.
Many of these stood well the test of the first winter. A

smaller proportion showed power to live through the drouth
of the past summer, and a still smaller percentage was suc
cessful in withstanding the dryness sufficiently to give any
portion of a crop.
SUGAR BEETS AND MANGLES.—All of the most

promising varieties of sugar beets and mangles have been
grown to test their relative productiveness and value for

.'Stock feeding.
The uniformly large yield, excellent qual
ity, and small expense of production points to this crop as a
most valuable one for farmers engaged in stock raising or
dairying.

FORAGE PLANTS.—A large number of the coarser
forage plants of several varieties of millet have been tried,

special attention being given to the quick growing kinds—
those that may be sown after it is evident that the regular
•crop will be a partial failure—and still make sufficient growth
to give an abundant supply of nutritious fodder to carrj' the
.^tock through the feeding season.

LIVE STOCK.—As the lands of the state gradually
lose their fertility by a continued system of exclusive grain
cropping, the live stock interest becomes a matter of more
and more concern, since it is the onl}^ available means of

changing from this pernicious system and bringing the lands
back to productiveness again.
In this change from grain raising to diversified farm
ing, the question will naturally rise as to what breeds of
stock are best suited to our conditions.

In order to meet

th is inquiry the Station has made a very good beginning in
testing different prominent breeds under the same treatment,
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to determine their relative adaptability to the needs of
Dakota.

Of horses, the Percheron is the only pure breed kept,
hut grade brood mares of both Clydsdale and Percheron are
used on the farm, and high grade colts of both breeds
reared.

Four breeds of cattle have been kept, two strictly beef,

Aberdeen-Angus and Hereford, and two general purpose,
Holstein-Friesian and Short-horn.

Two breeds of sheep. Merinos and Shropshires and
their crosses.

Five breeds of hogs, Poland China, Berkshire, Duroc-

Jensey, Todd's Chester White, Small Yorkshire, and crosses.
POTATOES—The work with potatoes has been con

fined principally to testing varieties with a view to finding
the kinds that combine in the greatest degree the two essen

tials, quality and quantity.

Many varieties that are super

ior ill quality give a yield entirely too small for profitable
cultivation, and again some of the largest producers are so

inferior, in all the qualities that make the potato valuable,
as to be worthless except for stock feeding.
Three hundred and fifty varieties have been tested in

this experiment. The results of all these experiments will
appear in future bulletins.

•AW

V-,.
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DEPARTMENT OF

FORESTRY, HORTICIIITRE, AND
BOTANY.
Chas. a. Keffer, Superintendent.

The department building has been completed and put
in first class condition throughout.

The thermometer reached thirty below zero F,. in Jan
uary, giving an excellent opportunity to test thoroughly the
heating apparatus of the plant hou.se, which was found ade

quate for all needs. In glazing the plant house the glass
was butted, instead of the more common method of lapping,
and the plan seems to be the better one. As night comes
on the moisture of the room congeals on the roof and sides,
filling whatever cracks may have been left in glazing, thus
keeping out wind; the amount of gla.ss required is of course
less than by the lapping process.

During the winter about six thou.sandgrafts of apple
and poplar were made, but owing to the unprecedented
attacks of cut worms throughout this vicinity, but a
poor stand was secured.

The first experiment of the year was the testing of frost
ed wheat, many samples of which were sent from various

parts of North Dakota. Similar tests were made by the
Minnesota Station, and also by the Agricnltoral College of
Canada. The results reported from all three Stations were of
the same general nature, and I have since observed, in "North

western Farmer and Breeder," published at Fargo, reports
of crop yields from seeds tested by us, which indicate field

results as following closely what might have been expected
from our tests.

After the experiments were completed, seeds from each
sample were sown in pots, and three plants of each were
kept until after they had blossomed, with a view of deter-
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•mining whether the condition of the seedhad any effect up
on the developement of the plant.

Although careful obser

vations were made no diffarence could be detected in the

growth of the|samples, save what might ordinarily be ex

pected [from normal seeds. This result was anticipated,
•since all the plants had the same kind of soil and treat
ment. It will serve to refute a statement often made, how

ever, that even if a plant grows from frosted seed it will per
ish before it can produce grain.

The bulletin on this

subject was issued in February, before the farming opera
tions of the year began.
HORTICULTURE.
During the 5*ear two bulletins have been issued, one on

vegetables, the other on fruits. In April, 1889,
orchard
of .seven hundred andlfifty trees was planted. Seventy-eight
were Russian cherries, of thirty different sorts, .secured from

Prof. J. L. Budd, of the Iowa Agricultural College. The
remainder were apple trees, one year old, of our own graft
ing. The trees have made good growth considering the
unfavorable season. The orchard which was planted in
the spring of 1888, consisting of two and three year old
trees of plum, pear, apple and cherry, came through the
winter in excellent condition and made fine growth.
In the fall of'88, after the leaves had fallen from the

trees, the orchard was plowed, the furrows running north
east and south-west.

The furrows nearest the trees were

made very shallow, plowing deeper as the center of the

.space was reached.

The land thus roughened held the

snow well, and during the months of May and June the
orchard was frequently harrowed with an Acme pulverizer,
an excellent) implement for this kind of cultivating.
It is too early to announce indications of the hardiness
of the different varieties. It may be safely claimed, how
ever, that the .soil of this region seems well adapted to our
loading fruit trees.
The small fruit plantations have fared variously during
the year. Strawberries came through the winter in fine

3Q
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shape, and at the end ofJune—the last month included in
this report—they gave promise ofa fine crop. ' A mulch of
straw which had been put on the plants late in the fall of
'88 was left on until May, when the growth of new leaves

began to appear through the mulch. By leaving the mulch
on late the time of blossoming was delayed, and the danger
from late frosts was thereby averted, while in many gardens

in the town of Brookings, early blooms were entirely killed
by frost.

Currants of all kinds grew well during the season of
'88 and wintered without injury.

Ofgooseberries, Chas. Downing and Industry winter
killed badly, but Mountain Seeding and Houghton seem
perfectly hardy and grow well.
None of the black raspberries grew well in the season

of'88, and hence no just estimate of the hardiness of the
different kinds can be made.

Of the red raspberries, Phil

adelphia and Sheffer's Colossal are hardiest, followed closely
by Turner. Cuthbert is not as hardy as Turner, and
Brandy-wine is too tender to repay further trial.
VEGETABLES.

Following are a few extracts from Bulletin No. 5,
which contained a complete|report of the garden operations
for 1888.

The notes on celery and cabbage are submitted

as a sample of the general nature of the work :
CELERY.—Varieties tested. White Plume, Hender
son's New Rose, Henderson's Half Dwarf. The seed of all
varieties were sown in a hot bed April eleventh. The sash
was covered |closely with boards, and the bed was kept

damp, but the seedsdid not germinate until May thirteenth,,
over a month from planting.

A few seeds in the wettest

part of the bed, germinated in ten days, but the rest showed
no signs of growing till the date named. After germinat
ing the young plants were transplanted in a cold frame,
whence they were planted in the open ground when well
rooted. The plat cho.sen for celery is at the bottom of a
long slope, where the soil is rich, deep and moist. All the
varieties were planted on the same day, in rows six feet
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apart, the plan ts eight inches apart in the row.

The rootS'

were slightly pruned before setting, and the [tops were cut
back.

The plants were set with a steel dibble.

The cul

ture consisted of frequent hoeings, and the plat; was culti
vated four times with a harrow tooth cultivator; the soil was
kept well stirred throughout the growing season. White
Plume grew best, New Rose following, and the Half Dwarf
was rather slender in growth.

The blanching was begun the first week in September„
The ground was first cultivated until of the finest tilth; their
the soil was drawn close to the growing plants, the leaves,
of which had, by this time, grown so large as to make a
continuous row with a .-.pread of about eighteen inches; next
the plant was grasped so as to hold the leaf-stalks upright,,
and with the other hand the earth was pressedlfirnily against
the stalks, so that when released they remained close to
gether and upright. To do this most quickly, the work
men straddled the row, working backward. After, all had
been thus handled, the earth was brought up with the hoe
as high against the stems as it would lie.

The row thus

prepared presented a steep slant of earth on either side, the
tips of the leaves appearing along the top. Care was taken
that no lumps of earth fell in among the young leaves at
the center of the plant, as that would have hindered the

growth of the new leaves. Three times during the month
of September the hilling was renewed. Each time the
ground between the rows was first well cultivated, and in

that way plenty of fine soil wassecured forhilling up, which
was done entirely with a hoe. The White Plume was the
first to blanch and the New Rose last. White Plume made
the best growth and has the best flavor.

When the heavy frosts began the rows were well

covered with grass. The celery plant stands light frosts,
without protection and with the covering of grass the plants

stood well until the second week in October, when the crop
was stored in a cool cellar for the winter. In digging, all
earth that would adhere was left on the roots.

About two-

inches of garden .soil was spread on the cellar floor and the
roots were placed in this, the plants being crowded as close
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together as possible. The roots were ju.st covered with soil,
none being placed on the stems. The plants were arranged
in short rows between two boards about a foot apart and a

foot high. In such small masses there is the least danger
of heating. An acre, at the rate this crop yielded and sold,
would be worth $250.00.

CABBAGE.—Extra Early Jensey Wakefield, Hender

son's Early Summer, Flat Dutch, Marblehead Mammoth,
Red Dutch, Fotler's Improved Brunswick, Warren. HardHeading, All Seasons, were the varieties tested. Of these
the seeds of Extra Early Jersey Wakefield and Henderson's

Early Summer were sown in hot bed for the early crop, and
the remainder were planted in a well prepared seed bed in

the open air.

Jersey Wakefield- and Early Summer were sown April
tenth and transplanted into the garden May twenty-first.

They were kept perfectly clean, and the ground was in the
best condition throughout the season. A second planting
of tuese varieties was made May twenty-third. This lot

was planted in Eeavily manured )il and the first lot was

placed in unnianured ground. I'here was no noticeable
difference in the two lots, either insize, earliness or quality.

The early cabbages were but l.dle troubled with insects,

the greatest damage being by cut worms. Jersey Wake

field was ready for use July twenty-eighth; the first head;^
of Henderson's Early Summer were used August third.
Both headed well, .scarcely a plant failing.

Two plantings of late cabbage was made. One plat
consisted entirely ofFlat Dutch, and the other consisted of
the following varieties, quantities named: 160 Fotler's

Improved Brunswick, 160 All Seasons, 160 Red Dutch,

1280 Marblehead Mammoth, 80 Hard-Heading, 160 Warren.
The .seed of all the late varieties was sown in the open

garden in rows fifteen inches apart, on May ninth. They
were well cultivated with a wheel hoe and were trans

planted the week of June twenty-seventh, in rows four feet

apart, the plants standing three and one-half feet apart in

the rows. They were set with a dibble, the plants being
carried in a bucket partly filled with water.
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The plat on which the Flat Dutch was planted had
been previously set to tomatoes and beans, which had been
destroyed by cut worms. The soil was in the best possible
condition, having been repeatedly harrowed with an Acme

pulverizer. The plat on which the remaining varieties
were placed was not in as good condition. This fact should
receive due weight in comparing results.
Neither plat had ever been manured; las! season a good

potato crop was taken from the Flat Dutch pk.t, and on the
other corn was grown.

plats after setting.

The same culture was giA-eu to both

During the week after planti.ig, 2615

cut worms were removed from the two plats.

The cut worm nuisance was a serious evil.

The plants

destroyed were replaced by others which grew without
serious check. The crop suffered .slightly but from other
in.sect ravages. The cabbage worm was not abundant, but
many plants were badly infested with lice, which, however,
did not seriously retard growth. During the season all vari
eties were hoed three times, and cultivated three time-j with

the harrow tooth cultivator. The culture was sufficient to
keep the plants in fine growing condition. The Flat Dutch
grew more rapidly than the others, owing, doubtless, to the
condition of the .soil at p^j]nting time.
During the week beginning October nineteenth sound
heads of all varieties were gathered.

The following sum

mary gives the results;
INO. PLANTED SOLID HEADS SOFT HEADS

Fotter's Improved,
All Seasons,
Red Dutch,

Hard Heading,
Warren,
Marblehead,
Flat Dutch,

It will be seen that the date of planting was not early

enough to secure the best results here. Marblehead Mam
moth, a cabbage of the largest size when well grown, made
the poorest showing of any variety planted. It was much
later and at no time during the season did it grow as well
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as Others.

All Seasons does not seem to be a well estab

lished variety; there was quite a noticeable variation among
the plants. The Warren did not show any specially good
points.
Referring now to the Flat Dutch plat, the following
record of expense and proceeds will show the value of this
crop. It will be noticed that the plants were .set late, and
this will account for the large percentage of soft heads.
Sufficient small plants were sold to pay for the .seed, hence
that item doos not appear;
EXPENSE.

Planting
acres,
Harrowing and marking,..
Planting, 20 hours, i2)4c, .
Cultivating three times, 10 hours,

$ 3
2
2
2

67
00
50
00

Hoeing three times, 30 hours, i2)^c,-

3 75

Harvesting and storing,

4 00

Total,

$i'7 92
RECEIPTS,

vSold 875 hard heads @ 5c,
" no soft heads @ 2^c,
•.
Stored 400 hard heads worth 6c.
"
1000 soft heads worth 2c, .,..

Total,
Net receipts,

$43
2
24
20

75
70
00
00

-$90 45
$72 53
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FORESTRY.

Scarcely more than a beginning has been made in
forestry operation at this Station, but the work is of such
importance, and the general interest in all subjects con
nected with tree growing is so great, that it would seem
best to describe the work in detail..

In the nature of the

case, experiments in practical forestrj' require for their com
pletion a series of years, .so that any ob.servations made be
fore their completion must be suggestive, rather than conclusiv^e.

In the month of October, 1887, a plat of ground con

taining about three acres, was planted with tree seeds, the
intention being to permit the trees to stand where they
grew. The ground used is at the crest ot a .slight eleva
tion which slopes to the north for about half a mile. The
.soil is black with a stiff yellow clay sub.soil in which there
is a little sand. While not " hard pan" this .sub.soil is far

from being porous in the usually accepted meaning of the
word.

The same .soil is found in all the plantations of this

department, and is most common in this part of Dakota.
The varieties planted were box elder, white ash, black
wild cherry, honey locust, white oak, burr oak, red oak,
black walnut, white walnut or butternut, chestnut, hard

maple, shell bark hickory, bass-wood, and black locust.
The different kinds were planted in irregular groups,

in hills four feet apart in such manner that a mixed grove
may ultimately be obtained, which will be similar to the
natural woodlands of the east. All of the varieties planted
save hickory, bass-wood, black locust, and chestnut ger
minated.

Almost if not all the box elder and ash grew (these

two varieties together forming over half the plantation) but
before the third leaf appeared they were attacked by cut
worms, which destroyed a great many trees. Box elder
and ash seeds were the first to germinate, and these came

very regularly, all the seeds having appeared above ground

do
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by the middle of May, '88. The hard maple was more
irregular, and very maii}^ of the seeds failed to germinate.
In planting this plat, the greater part of the seeds were
covered one and one-half inches deep; others were covered
two and one-half inches and still others nearly four inches.
The best stand was secured from the shallowest covering,
scarcely a plant coming from those covered deepest.

The number of trees, with the greatest growth of the
several varieties, as noted at the end of the season of'88,
was as follows:
NO. OF HILLS.

754
12
23
665
75

variety.

GREATEST GROWTH.

Box elder
24 inches.
Oak
5
"
Black wild cherry 13
"
White ash
11
"
Hard Maple
4
"

24

Butternut

29
61

Walnut
Honey locust

7}^ "
8
11

" .
"

One quart of black wild cherry seeds was planted, from
which but 25 hills of plants were secured. The white and
black walnuts and oaks germinated poorly. The seed of
hard maple was not good, many seeds being hollow.
The plat was thoroughly cultivated, with hoes and
harrow toothed cultivator, until midsummer, after which

time the weeds were kept down by scalping with hoes, only
the surface of the soil being disturbed.
In November all
the trees were hilled up with earth about ten inches.
The rainfall from Sept. ist, 1888, to Jan. ist, 1889,
amounted to but 2.7 inches; and consequently the ground
was very dry. Tittle snow fell before January, and the en
tire snowfall of the winter did not exceed 18 inches; the
snow had all disappeared before March loth, and no rain

fell during the month of March. These facts are impor
tant when considering the present condition of the trees, as
indicated below. The hard maples, oaks, and many of the
ash trees were entirely covered in hilling up. These seem
now (At time of report) to be in a fine condition. The box
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elders, ash, white and black walnuts and wild black cherry
are in excellent condition, though the walnuts will not
start from the terminal bud.

The ash and black wild cherry are uninjured, box
elder is in fine condition, and the walnuts are but slightly

damaged. Honey locust is green and bright, save in few
trees in which only tips are injured.

THE FOREST TREE NURSERY.

In the spring of 1888, the following varieties of trees,

ranging in number from 200 to 2,000, were planted in
nursery; European larch, yellow birch, blacx wild cherry,
European white birch, box elder, white a.sh, white elm,
cottonwood, soft maple, white walnut, black walnut, vhite
oak, basswood, Scotch pine, white spruce, balsam fir, Nor

way* spruce, Colorado blue spruce, Douglas spruce, arbor
vitae, white pine, red cedar. Black hills native pine, hem
lock, red pine, gray pine.
In addition to these, about 5,000 cuttings including

Populus certinensis, P. pyramidalis, P. nolester, P. pyramidalis suovolens, Salix laurifolia, S. fragilis, were planted.

The ground used is near the top of a low ridge, with
slight eastern slope. It was plowed ten inches deep, and
harrowed until fine. The plat was marked off in rows four

feet apart. A subsoiler, with a single surface cultivator
shovel, was then run through each row, to a depth of about
thirteen inches and the trees were set from 6 to 10 inches

apart in the rows thus prepared, and tramped firmly. Dur
ing the first half of the season the harrow toothed cultiva
tor was frequently used, and the plat was kept entirely free
of weeds and grass, the soil at all times being warm and
mellow. The benefit of this high culture has been appar
ent both in the excellence of the stand, and in the healthfulness of the trees throughout the .season.

In November, after the leaves had fallen from most

species, both trees and cuttings were hilled up for the
winter. First the spaces between the rows were cultivated
fine, and then a small plow drawn by one horse was usedto
throw the fine earth up to the trees.

The plowing was too
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shallow to touch the roots, and the work seems to have
been beneficial.

The condition of the lareh and birch trees has been

noted. Black wild cherry made a fine growth, trees a foot
high frequently doubling in size. During July a number

of the cherry trees withered, and it was found that a ring of
bark from one-half to one inch broad where the tree entered

the ground, was dead.

I know of no cause for the difficulty

unless whipping by wind should explain it.

The trees

which survived—fully 75 percent—were perfectly healthy,
and at this date the wood is bright and fresh to the tips,
and the roots are in perfect condition.

The ash trees, and to some extent the box elders, were
partly denuded of their leaves in June by a large green worm
(Pla()'samia arropia.) These were removed, and for the re
mainder of the season the trees were in fine health. Dess
than one per cent failed, though 2,000 of each variety were
planted.

At the close of the season the box elder was

.slightly killed at the tips, not more than one inch, while the
ash is green and good to the terminal buds.

This is ex

plained partly by the difference in the habit of growth of
the two trees, the box elder never ripening the end bud, as
ill the ash.

The white elm, 1000 trees of which, (10 to 12 inches
high) were set in the nursery, has done even better than in

the lawn. It has had few insect pests, the leaves were per
fectly healthy throughout the season, and the year's growth
was well matured, being at this date in fine condition.
Scarcely a tree failed to grow.

Five hundred cottonwood trees, ten to eighteen inches
high, were planted. The.se made the largest growth of the
nursery trees. In August a mildew appeared bearing
yellow spots on both surfaces of the leaves, but no observ
able damage resulted.

The cottonwood beetle fed for some

time on the leaves, and efforts to destroy them were but

partially successful.

Neither mildew nor beetle was strong

enough to prevent the steady growth of the cottonwood,
which while young .seems thoroughly at home in our soil.
The soft maple trees did not make as fine growth as the

the elms, birches, cherry or box elder, though growing in
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the same plat and seemingly in as good conditon when reeeived.

Two hundred white oak trees twelve to twenty-four

inches high, were set. Most of these lived through the
season, but they made only slight growth. A number of
oaks of the same lot were planted in the lawn, but of these
none grew.

Of 500 basswood trees, four to eight inches high, scarce
lya dozen lived, and these made but very little growth.
The white and black walnut, 200 trees of each being

planted, made a satisfactory growth and were in fine health
throughout the season. They .seemed to have suffered but
little from the winter, the black walnut being rather the
more damaged of the two.

Following is a table showing the growth of the above
named varieties:

NAME OF VARIETY.

I MAXIMUM 1 MINIMUM

GROWTH. ! GROWTH.

AVERAGE

GROWTH

Yellow Birch
Black Wild Cherry
White Birch
Box Elder
White Ash
White Elm
Cottonwood

22 inches. 3)^ inches 9 inches.
15 "
7
"
^
22 "
6 "
8}4 "
24 "
3'/^ "
H
"
18
3°
49

"
"
"

Soft Maple

14

"

White Willow
36
Black Walnut
White Walnut Butternut n
Basswood or Linden
5
White Oak .
4

6
6

"
"
"

11
15
26

7

"

I 8

"
"
"
"
"

9
2>^
2
2
! i

"

^5

"
"
"
"
"

'26
4
i 2}4
2}4
2

"

"
"
"
"

—CUTTINGS.—

*Salix Laurifolia.

Laurel leaved Willow 37
"i-Salix Fragilis.

(A Russian Willow.)

39

"^Topulus Certinensis
36
*Populus Pyramidalis '33
^Populus Pyramidalis
suavolens

»Populus Nole.ster

27

\ 27^

"

^

"
"

15

"

10

"

8

28

\\

\

"

,26
25
i

"

20

19

''
"

"

^Imported from Russia by Professor Budd of the Iowa
Agricultural College.
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Few trees of recent introduction seem so promising for
culture in Dakota as the Russia willows and poplars. P.
Certinensis is especially a good growing tree, and I am in
formed it has succeeded well for five years in Faulk count}',
on the farm of Mr James Smith of Cresbard.

Sa/ix Lauri-

folia is the mcst beautiful tree of the genius; it has large
dark glossy green leaves, broader tlian in any other species.
It is most useful as an ornamental tree.

)

The cottonwood beetle infested all the Russian poplars,
and did considerable damage, many of the trees not ma

turing the terminal bud, but the wood is perfectly clear,

and the damage doubtless was limited to checking growth.
THE EVERGREEN.

In the springof'88 about 10,000 evergreens were pEnted in the same way as the deciduous trees.

All the trees save as noted below, were from the .seed

bed, and had not previously been transplanted. Most of
them were but four to eight inches high. As soon as re

ceived from nursery they were unpacked, their roots being
puddled, and they were heeled in, the tops being covered

with straw. Care was taken not to permit the roots to dry
in the least. The evergreens were not planted until all the
deciduous trees were set, as the}- start growth later; the buds
had scarcely begun to swell however, before all were set.

They were placed in subsoiled rows, four feet apart, and
from four to eight inches apart in the row. As soon as a
variety was planted the space between the rows was filled

even with the tops of the trees with straw. During the
summer the straw mulchwas removed twice, and the ground
was cultivated until perfectly fine, after which the mulch
was replaced. Grass and weeds were removed from the

row by hand four times during the .season, this being all
that was necessary to keep the plat clean.
In November the entire plat was again mulched to the

the tops of the trees, the spring mulching having partly de
cayed. An examination made March 27th, '89, .shows that
but very little damage was done during the winter. The
foliage of Douglass spruce is quite badly browned near the
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tips, but the wood and buds are bright.

Norway spruce

and balsam fir also suffered slightly, while the pines seem
uninjured.

Below is given a table showing the number of trees of
each kind planted, and the number alive at the end of the
.season of'88.

As is well known, it is customary for nur

serymen to grow seedling conifers under shade one year—a
method that seldom fails—but I had followed the plan above

indicated, in Minne.sota with gratifying results, and thought
it worthy a trial. In a dry .season it would scarcely be rec(unmended, and yet when the cost of material and the time
required for making the shade is considered, and also the
added difficulty of cultivation under shade, it is an open

question whether heavy mulching is not at least as good for
young evergreens as the old way. It certainly is a plan
that any fanner can easily try, and thus secure his conifers
for timber planting much cheaper than ordinarily at nunseries. Throughout the summer the ground beneath the mulch
was moist at the surface.

None of the trees that lived

showed appreciable injury of foliage; it will be noticed that
a comparatively small percentage grew. In some cases this
is easily explained. The red cedar, while well grown trees,
heated in the box during transit from the nursery, and so
were almost an entire failure.

One lot of arbor \itx trees

were evidently seedlings from the woods, as also were the
Black Hills varieties. The spruce from the Hills were
much stronger plants than the pines,
It is but just to say that the best conifers received were
from Robt. Douglas & vSons of Waukegan, 111., and the.
best deciduous trees came from the Esmond, South Dakota
nursery.
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GROWTH.
NAME OF VAKIF.TY.

-

'•^White Pine (once TRANSP )
*Red Cedar.
^'-Hemlock.

*Arbor vitae from woods
Arbor Vitae (iuirser\-. )

MIN AVG

10-14! 3 I }4
8-io| 4
6-io| I
6-15! 5

2

4-8

I

3
3,4

•'"Red Pine.

;
, >4

Scotch PineConce trans'p|

4-8 2
4-6 2
8-I5| 6

White Pine.

4-83

I

2

Blue Spruce.
Douglas Spruce.

I
I
I

2

Balsam Fir.

4-8 i 4
5-10 3
4-8 4

Norway Spruce.
White Spruce.

4-8 I 3>^, H'l 2

*Gray Pine.
'•Tine from Black Hills.'

Scotch Pine.

34
3^
4
I
\ 24

5-io| 6 , I ; 3
4-8 14

II

I 2^

''The.se were not mulched but thoroughly cultivated.
THE P^ORESTRY PLANTATION.

The .seedling trees that were planted in the nursery in
the spring of '88, and a record of who.se growth is given
above were planted in permanent forest plats in April, 1889.
The location chosen is almost level ground at the bottom of
a long, gentle slope, with a very slight .slant to the north
It is an open prairie with no trees or other protection. The
ground had been cropped the four \ ears previous in small
grain, save a small portion, on which corn was grown last
j'ear. It was plowed twelve inches deep, with narrow fur
rows, in April, and was repeatedly harrowed and planked
until the soil was fine and free from clods.

The trees were dug as spon as the frost was out of the
ground, and were carefully heeled in. When planting be
gun, the roots of all the trees were "puddled" in a mixture
of fresh cow-dung, clay and water. In planting, the trees
were carried in buckets, with earth thrown over the roots.

All were planted with a spade, four feet apart both ways.
In setting the small trees, the spade was thrust in the ground
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the full length of the blade, the earth was pressed back, the
tree inserted, and the hole filled and stamped firmly with
the feet. For all trees having fibrous roots a hole was dug.
All were made firm by tramping close to the crown. The
plats are so arranged that the soft wooded varieties will
serve as nurses to slower growing hard wooded sorts com
pelling them to grow tall and straight. The hard wooded
sorts are arranged so that all trees of the same variety in
one plat are equally distant; by this means if and one kind
be removed, the relative position of the remainder will not
be changed.
An effort was made to give the permanent trees as

much space as po.ssible. The culture has been thorough.
At no time during the season has a crust heen permitted to
remain on the plats, and no weeds or grasses have been
allowed to grow. Almost the entire work of cultivation has
been done with harrow-tooth cultivators, implements of the

highest value where only surface-stirring of the soil,and weed
killing, are desired. It is nece.ssary in their use, however,
to keep them going. It is impossible to use them to ad
vantage after the ground has become weedy, but for killing
small weeds I know of nothing better.

Twice during the .season of'89 the plantation was
carefully examined for couch grass or quack grass ( Triticum

repcns,) and the few plants found were cai;efully dug out
with a spade. This weed is the greatest enemy to treeclaims in Dakota. It spreads very rapidly by means of
slender underground stems, every joint of which strikes
root and sends up leaves. If the plant be pulled up, these
underground stems, which are very delicate, break and re
main in the soil to continue the growth of the pest. It is
almost impossible to kill the couch grass after it is once
established. The only safe plan is to keep the tree planta
tion entirely free from the first.
Freedom from weeds is the least of the benefits derived

from thorough culture.
the condition of the soil.

By far the greatest good is seen in
At any time during the dry

month of June, when the adjacent prairie grass seemed al
most dead for want of water, moist soil could be found any-
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where in the tree-plantation by brushing a little of the sur
face soil away with the foot.
Places that were not well
cultivated were baked and hard, while moist soil could always

be found just below the "dust blanket" of the tree-planta
tions, and the orchards.

If there is a remedy short of irri

gation for long seasons of drought, it will be found in deep
plowing and thorough shallow cultivation.
The only serious enemy during the year was the cut
worm. Probably on account of the extremely dry autumn
and open winter, this worm appeared in large numbers.
The months of May and June were unfavorable for tree
growth, so that in June, when the cutworms were most

numerous, the trees in the forestry plat had but just begun
to grow. The worms ascended the small trees in the night,
and in many cases completly denuded them of leaves. The
elm and black wild cherry suffered most; in many of the.se
trees not onl)- the leaves, but the young buds also, were
eaten off; and thus was destroyed quite a number of trees.
All the varieties, including the pine and .spruce, were more
or less damaged.
THE forp:st-tree nursery.

During the first week in March, '89 the following foresttree .seeds were received:
Norway maple, Scotch alder,
white birch, European larch, red elm, cockspur thorn, white
willow, red oak, scarlet oak, pin oak, hawthorn, white wal
nut or butternut, black walnut, bitter hickory, shellbark
hickory, pig nut, Ohio buckeye, yellow birch, honey locust,
ironwood, Kentucky coffee tree, hackberry, sugar maple,
canoe birch, black locust, basswood, black wild cherrjq
white ash and box elder from Michigan and from Kansas.
As a rule there is enough cold weather in March to
freeze any variety of seed sufficient for its germination.
The following varieties were mixed with moist sand
and placed in a shaded situation, where they were frozen
until near the time of planting: The maples, ash, box
elder, oaks, thorns, hackberrju basswood, wild cherry and
buckeye.
The walnuts, butternuts and hickories were
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spread on the groundin layers three inches deep in a shad
ed place, and covered lightly with straw. Herethey werekept
until ten days before planting, when they were placed in a
l)arrel of water and soaked until planted.

The remaining

seeds were kept dry until four days before planting, when
they were put to soak. The seeds of black locust, honey
locust and Ken tuck)- coffee tree were covered with boiling
water 24 hours before planting. All the varieties were

planted April loth.

The vessels containing the soaked

seeds were carried to the field and the seeds were .sown di
rect from them. The frozen seeds were sown with the sand
in which they were kept.

The ground for the deciduous trees had been plowed
very deep in the fall, and was in the finest condition at
planting time. It .sloped to the east, with a .slight southern
trend. The plat was laid off in rows 165 feet long, four
feet apart. The seeds were sown quite thick in narrow
drills, and covered from one to three inches deep—the lat
ter covering only for the nuts, acorns and buckeyes.
The white ash was almost an entire failure, but few

seeds germinating.

There was but little severe weather

after the seeds were put out to freeze, and this may account
for the failure to germinate. We have had the best results
with ash with fall-planted .seed. If the seeds could be

placed to freeze in the fall, it would be better than March i.
It is customary to plant the seeds of birch and alder
under shade. In this experiment all the seeds were given
the same treatment. Not a single seed of birch or alder

germinated. The ground was very dry for a while after
the seeds were put in, and this may account for it. Seeds
of birch from the Turtle Mountain region, N. D., were

soaked in water a week and then planted under a well-built
shade, in moist .soil. The.se also failed to germinate.
A heavy loss was caused by cut worms; entire rows of
box elders were cut off when the trees were in the fourth

leaf, and maple, black wild cherry, apple and black locust,
were badly cut. The hickory nuts and several other sorts
did not germinate until the warm weather and rains of July
came.

The black locust, honey locust, hickories, hack-
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berry, walnuts and Kentucky coffee tree were very irregu
lar in sprouting.
CUTTINGS.

In addition to the above named tree seeds, cuttings of

the following trees and ornamental shrubs were planted
in the spring of 89: Populus alba argentia, Populus nolester, P. pyramidalis, P. pyramidalis suavolens, P. certinensis, Salix laurifolia, S. fragilis, S. lanceolata, Salix (Rus
sian yellow) Lonicera gracilis, L. rubra graniflora, L,
speciosa, U. elegans, L.vicolor, L. splendidus, U, lutea, U.
nana, Tanierix Amurensis, Philadelphus Gordoniana and
P. .speciosa.

The cuttings were received during the winter, and were

packed in damp sand in a cold cellar. As soon as the frost
was out of the ground sufficiently in March, a shallow pit

was dug, and the cuttings placed perpendicularly in it, butts
up. They were then covered with three inches of fine soil
and two feet of coarse stable litter.

As soon as the days be

came warm in April, the litter was removed during the day,

permitting the sun to fall on the cutting bed. Toward night
the litter was replaced. The cuttings were kept moist by
occasional waterings. By May ist the poplars and willows
showed a good callous formation, planting was begun May

4th and was continued till May 9th.

The cuttings were

carried to the field in water, and the callouses and young

roots were thus protected. They were planted in rows that
had been subsoiled to the depth of fourteen inchas. The
cuttings .sufferedgreatinjury fromcut worms during May and
June. Almost every cutting of poplar and willow, (aggre
gating over 10,000) started growth. But they were kept
completely denuded of foliage, save in a few cases. Even P.
certinensis, an exceptionally rapid grower, had up to July
ist, made little more than an inch of growth.
POPEAR GRAFTS.

During the winter of 1888 a number of cions of Populus
bolleana, Populus alba and Populus alba argentia, all Sil
ver-leaved poplars from Russia, were grafted on root.s of the
cotton wood (Populus moniliferah Of about 100 whip grafts

.
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(the method u.sed in root grafting the apple) only two grew,
and neither of these made good growth. Of 400 wedge

grafts (the method practiced with the cherry, plum and
pear) about 40 per cent grew, and nearly all made a fine
growth. An examination .shows perfect union between
cion and stock.

The silver poplars are difficult to grow from cuttings,
so that any method of propagation that will increase the
number of these trees. e.specially the beautiful Ru.ssian form,
is worthy of notice.
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DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY.
Jas. H. Shepard, Chemist.

My a^ointmenf as Chemist for this Station was issued
in June, 1888. At that time the Station had neither labor
atory nor appliances. In fact, practically nothing had been
done in this department.

Together with the appointment came instructions to
purcha.se apparatus and chemicals sufficient to carry on the
work of the department. These instructions were immedi
ately acted upon, and by making personal visits to dealers
in such supplies, advantageous terms were made and con
tracts placed whereby the Station secured chemicals and ap
paratus for the following analytical sets :
I. Water analysis. 2. Soil and Fertilizer analysis.

3.

Fodder and Food analysis.

and Butter analysis.

6.

4.

Assaying.

Sugar analysis,

7.

5.

Milk

General an

alytical work.

I carefully made out the.se lists, and was very particu
lar to see that all instruments were from first class makers.

It was necessary to import largelj', and this as usual caus
ed many delays. I am able to report that so far as appar
atus is concerned, we are now in good working condition.
Upon my arrival here I found no room suitable for the
work of this department. A small basement room was final
ly secured, and with much delay and difficuly fitted up
ready for work. All possible aid was given me in this work
by the Director of the Station. But it is needless to state
that all this preliminary work consumed much time and en
tailed many delays. Nevertheless, work was commenced
in about three months after my arrival; but a portion of my
time each day was devoted to the instruction of my col

lege classes.
ant.

Another drawback was that I had no assist

This dicffiulty was remedied as soon as I could train
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a bright student to assist in the routine work of the laborator>'.

I found that much work

had

accumulated.

There

were complaints from all over the Territory (now North and
South Dakota), concerning drinking water. Some com' plained that their wells periodicallj* became foul and evil
smelling without apparrent cause. Others complained that
their drinking water was "Alkali water."
As there .seemed to be the most pressing demand in this
direction, it was deemed liest to commence an investigation
concerning the qualities of the drinking watci s of Dakota.
Accordingly about thirty samples from various j^arts of the
Territory were secured and analyzed. One bnlk-.i.i on this
subject has been issued.
In regard to the periodical fouling of wells, I have de
monstrated : I. That the drift clay underlying this sec
tion, carries more or less Iron Pyrites. 2. That the.se pyr
ites are decomposed by the action of organic matter in the
pre.sence of the mineral constituents of the waters of the.se
regions, thus liberating sulphuretted hydrogen and forming
a black slimy sediment. 3. That all wells experiencing
this periodical pollution are furnished with pine or other
wooden curbing, or the water is drawn bj* means of a wood
en pump. Usually both these unfavorable conditions ex
ist. 4. That wells constructed and operated without the
use of wood in any form, and kept properly protected from
drifting du.st, grass, dead insects and other forms of organic
pollution, do not experience this pollution.
The remedy for the evils complained of in this direction
is now within the reach of all.

In regard to the complaints about "alkali water," I
have learned that the term "alkali," as commonly employ
ed throughout this section, is a comprehensive and expan
sive term. It .seems to be the custom to call any ^ater
which affords evidence of any peculiarly to the senses, "al

kali." The same practice prevails with unknown orsii aiige
minerals. Thus specimens of crystallized Gypsui: have
been sent me as samples of alkali. Again, lumps
larl
which occur in the subsoils of a large ; :t of thi.'^
on.
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have been sent in aL samples of alkali. Epsom and Glau
ber salts are occasionly found in small undrained and springy

places. This incrustation has shared the general fate. The.se
are clear cases of mistaken identit}'.

And so it has proven

with regard to the so called "alkali waters."

Some wa

ters have been found which came from limited areas sim

ilar to tho.se furnishing the incrustation, which as a matter
of course, have a bitter taste, owing to the magnesium salts
present. In fact they are simply bitter waters. Good wat
er may usually be found within a short distance of these

wells furnishing the bitter waters. The remedy here is ob
vious enough. But the cases of bitter waters are few,
and the majorit}' of our surface wells furnish good wholesome
water. The deep wells as a rule, furnish hard waters.
Much free ammonia is also present. In regard to organic
pollution, the waters are almost all unexceptionable in this
re.spect. In view of the information thus gathered, it has
been decided to bring this investigation to a close. No sam
ple of real, caustic alkali water has reached the Station.
A few applications for native fuel anaE-ses have been
received and the analyses have been made. Two samples
of soft coal, two of wood and three of peat have been sub
mitted. These samples have shown good adaption for fuel.
The subject of fuel is one of great interest to this section at
pre.sent, and it is to be hoped that further samples may be
offered.

Besides these analyses of fuels, seventeen samples of
minerals have been analyzed. Seven samples of sugar
beets grown on the college farm have also been analyzed.
These have been found to contain an encouraging per cent

of sugar, and farmers over the state have been asked to cul
tivate experimental plats and submit the beets to the Sta
tion for analj-sis. One bulletin on this subject has been
issued.
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DHPARTMIiNT 01< ENTOMOLOGY.
I. H. Orcutt, Eutomologist.

The work and plan.s of this department will be best un
derstood by the following abstraet from bulletin No. 13;
The importance of the insect question to the farmers and

fruit growers of this countrj^ can scarcely be overestimated.
Anything which desroys annually over $300,000,000

worth of the agricultural products of this country is certain
ly worthy of our earnest attention. The importanco of the
study of entomology is becoming more and more apparent
to everyone who attempts in any way to supply a part of
the daily bread of our nation. With our present knowledge
it is impossible to prevent all the lo.ss now sustained, but it
is po.ssible to prevent a very large part of it. Accurate
knowledge regarding the habits of insects often gives the
farmer a clue to their easy destruction, and enables him to

prevent their ravages in the future. It also enables him to
distinguish between his insect friends and those which are
injurious.

The .settling of this country by the white man has de
stroyed the balance originally existing between plants and
insects, and between insects and other animals.

The cultivation of a certain plant in a locality where it

has not previou.sly been found affords an opportunity for
the undue increase of the insects which feed upon that

plant.

The young trees planted over our prairies furnish

food for the insects, but do not furnish shelter for the birds
which are their natural enemies.

As much intelligence should be displayed in destsoying
the insects as has been shown in changing the natural
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prairie into cultivated fields and forests.

While our forest

and shade trees are becoming more valuable and indispen
sable the damage done by insects is becoming greater.
During the past year much damage has been done both
to trees and crops. The larvae of the following imsects
have been especially injurious to trees: Box elder moth
(Platysamia Cecropia, Linn.), .Sphinx uoths (about a doz
en .species of Sphingidae), Elm saw-fly (Cimbex Ameri

cana, Leach), American silk-worm moth (Telea Polyphe
mus, Linu.) Cottonwood leaf-beetle (Plagiodera scripta,
Fabr.) etc. The greatest damage to crops, which has been
reported to this Department has been by the Colorado po
tato beetle and cut-worms. The farmers of one county
report the lo.ss of 3000 acres of corn by cut-worms during
May and June. It is estimated that the damage to the corn
crop in Dakota by cut-worms, will amount to upwards of
$250,000 this .season.

The rapid increase of most insects when unchecked by
either natural or artificial means is .so incredibly great
that every now and then a long known though but little

regarded

pest, appears as if by magic in devastating

hordes, and in one .sea.son causes the loss of thousands of

dollars. Hence it is very desirable that not only there be
connected with every Experiment Station those who are

studying the habits of injurious insects and devising means
for their destruction, but that every fruit grower and farmer
shall join in the work, and by observation and experiment,
help it on. Even so little a thing as an inquiry sent from
some farm to thelStation may,be the first step toward effectu
ally checking the progress of .some depredator; and certain
ly any facts which may have been noticed in the life-history
of an in.sect will if made known, be of great value. No one
need hesitate either to observe or to make known his obser

vations becau.se they .seem to him of little value, for unless

he is quite familiar with the writings of entomologists he
can not know but that the bit of information he has to offer

is ju.st the missing link needed to make a fragmentary lifehistory complete. Agriculturists may be sure that no true
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student of science will ever look askance at any observa

tions. carefully made, which they may offer.
The results of the season's work, especially in the

investigation of the life histories of injurious insects, are
far from satisfactory, but as no rooms were provided for
such work]until late, and as it has been made a part of the
duties of this Department to keep the crops and trees oi the

Department of Agriculture and Horticulture as free from
injurious insects as possible, the opportunities for satisfac
tory work in the line of original investigation have been
very small.
The correspondence of the Division has been
large requiring much time.
In view of the fact that cut-worms are becoming so

verv destructive, it has been thought best to begin a series

of investigations and experiments which will require sever
al years to complete. It is hoped that enough will be
learned about the history of cut-worms to make it possible

by careful rotation of crops, or in some other way, to check
their work of destuction and thus save the people of Dakota
tens of thousands of dollars each year.
A number of insect boxes have been furnished, and a

valuable collection of the more important in.sects have been
made. It is hoped that the time is near at hand when eco

nomic entomology will be one of the required studies in our
public schools. The value of such knowledge to an agri
cultural people cannot well be over estimated. vSmall eco
nomic collections of in.sects for study and compari.son might
be furnislied to each school by the Entomologist of the
Agricultural College.
One Bulletin (No. 13) has lieen issued by this division,
which contains—i. Practical directions for the catching,

pre.serving and tran.sportation of in.sects.

2. A brief illus

trated account of the Cecropia Emperor moth.

The worms

of this moth were found at this Station during the past

summer destroying the box-elder, maple, willow, cottonwood, plum, apple, cherry, mountain a.sh, elm, catalpa, etc.
The destruction has lieen so great in many places it is
feared that' tree raising must de abandoned if something
is not done to check the ravages of this insect.
If the
cocoons are collected in a given locality there will be no
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worms the following season. The cocoons may be torn
down from the tops of the larger trees with a hook fastened
to a pole. By opening a number of cocoons and carefully

comparing the weight of those containg healthy pupa with
those which do not, it is not difficult to assort them. Only
those containing health}^ pupa should be destroyed, as many
of the others contain the pupa of one of the cecropia's greatest
enemies and the farmers' faithful friends. Cocoons may be
kept in boxes (on shelves if many are to be preserved), with
one-half inch holes bored in them.

The holes will not allow mice to enter, but will allow

small in.sects to escape.

If the cocoons have not been as

sorted moths will appear about the first of June, which may
be taken out and destroyed. The friendly in.sects may not
appear until several weeks after the moths have been de

stroyed. If the cocoons are carefully gathered and cared
for, as stated above, the relativ^e number of the parasitic in
sects, to the number;of the cecropia larvae will be greatly

increased, as few cocoons need be overlooked in gathering.
This will enable the small insect friends almost to annihi

late the large enemies.

If the worms are not numerous they

may be picked off and destroyed.

One man writes that he

cut about twelve thousand in two with shears last summer.

They may be destroyed, without being handled, by pour
ing a few drops of kerosene alodg the back from a can with
a very small nozzle. If the trees are large the can mav
be fastened to a long pole at an angle, and be used by
a person standing some distance from the tree.

If but few

trees are to be protected, this seems to be by far the better
way to proceed. Use but a few drops of kerosene on
each worm, as it will kill the leaves if poured on them.
3.

The American silkworm.

The insect is not sa

destructive as the Cecropia, either the moths are le.ss prolific
or the larvae are less hardy, probably the latter.

4. An illustrated description of a few of the Sphingidae. Probably all the species found in this latitude are
single brooded,—the pupa not changing to a moth until

the next summer. The larvae of the ten or twelve species
generation passing through its complete life history in less
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which appeared at the Station during the past summer did
great damage to the trees, especially the white ash, elm,
plum, apple, and cherry. Many of the white ash trees were
entirely stripped of their leaves early in the summer by one
species, and when the new leaves appeared, about the mid
dle of summer, they were as quickly devoured by a later
species. Larvae were found on the ash as late as Sep
tember 7th.

5. The Elm Saw-fly: These saw-flies are frequently
regarded as "big hornets" by careless ob-servers. The
abdomen of the male varies in color from brick-red to shiny

black, while the abdomen of the female is plainly marked
along each side with white. These insects appear the last
of May or first of June, and begin at once their work of
destruction upon the willow, soft maple, etc. They are
provided with very powerful jaws for cutting slits in the
bark, and with long tongues for lapping up the sap, One
jaw is forced into the bark, the other is securely fastened a
little to one side, when, with a powerful effort, the first jaw'
is drawn through the bark toward the second. This oper
ation may be repeated till the branch is completely girdled.
The sap is carefully lapped up as the operation progresses,
and if the branch does not die the scars may be seen years
afterward. The larvae may be destroyed by spraying the

trees with London purple, Paris green, or kerosene emul6. The Yellow-spotted Willow-.slugs: This saw-fly
appeared at this Station last summer, but too late to do
much damage. Under favorable circumstances five broods
of these slug-like worms appear each summer, thus making
it possible for a single pair to have over two hundred mil
lion decendants before fall. The importance of recognizing
this dangerous enemy earley in the season, and treating it
promptly and thoroughly is apapr nt.

7. The Streaked Cotton wood Leaf Beetle. This insec' has attracted general attention, (especially in South
Da :ota), by its great numbers an 1 general destructiveness
to 1 le cottonwool], poplar an ' w' >w. Its powers ofreproduc ion are even greater tlia

.
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than three weeks. When full grown the larvae fastens its
hind legs to a leaf or branch, partly throws off its skin, and
changes to a pupa. Scores of these dried larvae skins, with
the pupa in the lower end, are sometimes found attached to

a single leaf or twig. The pupa changes to the perfect bee
tle in a few days, when the life history of another genera
tion begins.

8.

An illustrated article on cut worms, giving their

life history, natural enemies, and remedies.

9.

A brief illustrated description of cabbage worms,

including the larvae of the southern cabbags butterfly,
(Pieris protodice, Boisd), the imported cabbage butterfly,
(Pieris Rapae, Schrank), the cabbage plusia, (Plusia Bras-

sicae, Riley), and the zebra cabbage worm, (Ceramica picta,
Harris.)

10. An illustrated account of the cabbage plant-louse.
(Aphis brassicae. Linn.)

11. Brief articles about Colorado potato beetles, strip
ed cucumber beetle, (Diabrotica vittata, Fabr), and dra
gon flies.

12. An illustrated account of .spraying machines.

13. Insecticides, and a word of caution regarding
them.

